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Is your health plan on track? Put it to the test! 

Our home health tests reveal what nutrients you need and whether your efforts have paid off.
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Our home health tests reveal what nutrients you need and whether your efforts have paid off.
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                Our test-based, personalized nutrition put into practice
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Science is in our nature

We are the pioneers of test-based, personalized nutrition from Scandinavia.
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                1,316,069 BalanceTests performed to date


            

		

	


 









    
        
            


	
		
            
                Now you know how it is. Here's what to do
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                We’ll empower you with the facts to make an informed decision. And we’ll show you the way forward with customized recommendations and a personalized nutrition plan.
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                Subscribe to a better life

Healthier living is not a quick fix. All our supplements come with a subscription to give the nutrients time to work in your body. And we’ll send you customized refills every other month to help you stick to the plan.

READ MORE
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                Our Partners are always part of the package

A personal wellness consultant will be with you every step of the way. Somebody to kickstart your health journey, monitor your progress. And stay by your side until you reach your destination.
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                Explore our signature range

One unique, synergistic formula to balance, restore and support your body from within.
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                    Balance concept

Discover the future of fish oil.
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Shine a light on your health.
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Less stress. Sound sleep.
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                    BalanceOil+ Premium

Our most powerful Omega supplement so far.
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                The Zinzino blog

Insights, findings and inspiration within the health and wellness space.
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                                    The Omega-3 to Omega-6 ratio
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Discover the Zinzino community on Instagram.

                

        

        
            

            

            
                    
                        
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                

                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Wednesday, April 10, 2024
                                                    @zinzinoofficial

                                                    Ready to kickstart your health journey? 🌱✨

Get insights into your body’s needs with the Zinzino BalanceTest! 🙌🏼 Assess the essential fatty acid levels in your blood effortlessly and pave the way for a healthier you. 💪🏼💚

Understanding your body’s fatty acid balance is key to maintaining overall health. Take control of your well-being today! 🌿💚 Don’t hesitate – start your balanced life now. 

#Zinzino #BalanceTest #HealthJourney #Wellness #Nutrition #HealthyLiving #OmegaBalance #TestDontGuess #TestYourHealth

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                

                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Tuesday, April 9, 2024
                                                    @zinzinoofficial

                                                    🌟 Unlocking the Power of Premium Omega-3: Johannes’ Transformation Story 🌟

🗣️ “I was expecting a perfect result. If it hadn’t been for the shock of my first BalanceTest which showed 7.9:1, I probably would never have become so interested and fascinated by the power of premium Omega-3. I am extremely grateful for that today! When you take a health test, you know exactly where you’re starting out, and by retesting yourself, you’ll see that you’re on the right track. Don’t guess!” - Johannes, 50, Certified Nutrition and Health Coach, Sweden

🌿 Our products are more than just supplements; they’re tools for empowerment and transformation. Take charge of your health journey like Johannes did and experience the difference firsthand!

Ready to discover your own path to balance? Start your journey with Zinzino today! 💪

www.zinzino.com

#Zinzino #BalanceOil #Omega3 #HealthJourney #BalanceTest #Testimonial #TestDontGuess #TestYourHealth
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                                                    Monday, April 8, 2024
                                                    @zinzinoofficial

                                                    Test, don’t guess! 🩸
Knowledge is power, and peace of mind. Our home health tests reveal the insights you need to create a supplement routine that works.

✅ Managed and analyzed independently, guaranteeing confidential and unbiased results with clinically proven effects. 📊

Ready to take control of your well-being? Discover Zinzino home health tests today!
👉🏻 www.zinzinotest.com

#Zinzino #TestDontGuess #TestYourHealth

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                

                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Sunday, April 7, 2024
                                                    @zinzinoofficial

                                                    🌎 This World Health Day, let’s advocate for “My health, my right.” At Zinzino, we believe everyone deserves to be in charge of their own life, health and well-being. That’s why we’re proud pioneers in personalized test-based nutrition, empowering millions worldwide.

Knowledge is not only power, it’s peace of mind, especially when it comes to your health. With our home health tests, you gain valuable insights into your body’s unique needs right now. It’s your starting point to a healthier path, backed by hard facts and informed decisions.

Before you tweak your diet, adjust your exercise routine, or start on supplements, listen to your body. Regular blood testing isn’t just smart—it’s essential to get the nutrients your body needs, monitor your progress and ensuring your health routine works for you.

This World Health Day, take charge of your well-being with Zinzino. Discover how our home health tests can transform you to a life in balance 🌱💪🩺

#WorldHealthDay #MyHealthMyRight #Zinzino #PersonalizedNutrition

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                

                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Thursday, April 4, 2024
                                                    @zinzinoofficial

                                                    Join us in celebrating our phenomenal Brand Ambassador, Sara Junevik, a Swedish professional swimmer and Olympian! 🏊🏼♀️

Sara is all about pushing boundaries, both in the pool and on land, as she lives out her passion for global exploration. Her ultimate companion for maintaining peak performance during her adventures? Our travel-friendly BalanceOil+, tailored to support her immune system and aid in post-workout recovery.

At Zinzino, we take pride in providing Informed Sport-approved products, endorsed by elite athletes like Sara. Whether you’re a seasoned pro or embarking on your fitness journey, our range is designed to empower you in reaching your aspirations.

Say hello to Sara Junevik, the Swedish swimming sensation! 🇸🇪 
📸 Keep up with her inspiring journey: @sarajunevik

#Zinzino #BrandAmbassador #Swimmer #Olympian #Fitness #Nutrition #InformedSportsApproved

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                    
                                

                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Wednesday, April 3, 2024
                                                    @zinzinoofficial

                                                    Ready to transform your health journey? Join the “Test Your Health” challenge with Zinzino and discover the difference with supplements that are scientifically proven to make a difference! 💪💚 #TestYourHealth

We’re giving away 10x Free Zinzino BalanceTest, HbA1c Test & Vitamin D Test packs! 🎉 Simply:

1️⃣ Like @ZinzinoOfficial on Instagram, Facebook or TikTok for health tips & updates.

2️⃣ Share an image or video of when you’re taking one of our health tests. Don’t forget to include your test results!

3️⃣ Tag @ZinzinoOfficial & use #TestYourHealth to enter. 🏆

Be creative! 🌈 Share a reel or an image of your Zinzino test journey. Or, show progress with your before & after results.

🗓 Promotion dates: 
Starts: April 2, 2024 
Ends: April 30, 2024

Ready to inspire others on their health journey too? Let’s #TestYourHealth together! 🌱💚

#Zinzino #HealthyLiving #Nutrition #TestDontGuess

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

            

        

    

    






	
		
            
                Move your mind

Get healthy recipes, our latest insights from the world of wellness, exclusive product news and special offers - right to your inbox.
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                “Staying healthy is one of the most important things in life, for all human beings, not just athletes.”

Sara Hector, Olympic alpine skier, Sweden
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Inspire change in life - We provide best-in-class, test-based, scientifically proven nutritional supplements, skincare and lifestyle products.
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